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Abstract—Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)

and age-matched typically-developing (TD) peers were

tested on two forms of eyeblink conditioning (EBC), a Pav-

lovian associative learning paradigm where subjects learn

to execute an appropriately-timed eyeblink in response to

a previously neutral conditioning stimulus (CS). One version

of the task, trace EBC, interposes a stimulus-free interval

between the presentation of the CS and the unconditioned

stimulus (US), a puff of air to the eye which causes the sub-

jects to blink. In delay EBC, the CS overlaps in time with the

delivery of the US, usually with both stimuli terminating

simultaneously. ASD children performed normally during

trace EBC, exhibiting no differences from TD subjects with

regard to the learning rate or the timing of the conditioned

response. However, when subsequently tested on delay

EBC, subjects with ASD displayed abnormally-timed condi-

tioned eye blinks that began earlier and peaked sooner than

those of TD subjects, consistent with previous findings. The

results suggest an impaired ability of children with ASD to

properly time conditioned eye blinks which appears to be

specific to delay EBC. We suggest that this deficit may

reflect a dysfunction of the cerebellar cortex in which

increases in the intensity or duration of sensory input can

temporarily disrupt the accuracy of motor timing over short

temporal intervals. � 2013 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are early-onset

childhood disorders characterized by core impairments

in social interaction, language, and repetitive and

stereotyped movements (American Psychiatric

Association, 2000). The severity of the core impairments

varies widely across the autism spectrum, and this

extreme heterogeneity can impede the ability to apply

objective measures of brain function uniformly across

subjects and as they pass through different stages of

development (Siegel et al., 1988). The establishment of

biomarkers and techniques to non-invasively probe

functional brain abnormalities related to core symptoms

is a key challenge.

Classical conditioning of the eyeblink (Gormezano

et al., 1983) – also known as eyeblink conditioning

(EBC) – is an objective method to measure brain

function that is attractive for the study of children with

ASD. EBC does not depend upon verbal or social

interaction and simple modifications of the paradigm can

probe the functioning of different levels of the brain.

Furthermore, EBC performance has been shown to be

sensitive to functional impairments in an array of

disorders including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

(Frings et al., 2010), fetal alcohol syndrome (Coffin

et al., 2005; Jacobson et al., 2008, 2011), schizophrenia

(Sears et al., 2000; Edwards et al., 2008), Fragile-X

(Koekkoek et al., 2005), depression (Greer et al., 2005),

post-traumatic stress disorder (Burriss et al., 2007),

dyslexia (Nicolson et al., 2002; Coffin et al., 2005), and

neurodegenerative diseases such as Huntington’s

(Woodruff-Pak and Papka, 1996), and Alzheimer’s

(Woodruff-Pak, 2001). There are two general forms of

EBC: trace and delay. The difference between trace and

delay EBC is the presence or absence of a stimulus-

free (or ‘‘trace’’) period between the onset of a

conditioned stimulus (CS) and an unconditioned

stimulus (US; Fig. 1). In trace EBC, there is a stimulus-

free period between the CS and US; in delay EBC,

there is not. For both types of EBC, the US is usually a

brief air puff directed to the eye that reliably elicits an

eyeblink, called the unconditioned response (UR). The

CS is often a tone, but can be any other stimulus that

does not elicit an eyeblink before conditioning.

‘‘Conditioning’’ consists of repeated pairings of the CS

followed by the US at a fixed interval, typically ranging

between 250 and 1000 ms. Over time, subjects begin to

blink in response to the CS in advance of the US. This
d.
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Fig. 1. EBC protocols. Square wave plots depict stimulus timing

during (A) trace EBC and (B) delay EBC. The CS–US interval (US

onset–CS onset) was held constant at 700 ms in the two testing

paradigms. The duration of the trace period (US onset–CS offset)

was 500 ms. In delay EBC the tone CS and air puff US co-terminated.

Subjects performed two sessions of trace EBC followed by one

session of delay EBC. Sessions were conducted on separate days.

(C) Schematic of the eyeblink CR as measured during testing.

Upward deflection of the plot denotes closure of the eyelid. Eye blinks

of sufficient amplitude (see Methods) occurring after the CS and prior

to the US were classified as CRs and their onset and peak latencies

recorded (arrows).
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adaptive behavior is termed the conditioned response

(CR) and its frequency of occurrence provides a

measure of associative learning. The timing of the CR

provides an estimate of the precision with which the

brain can encode a temporal interval in the sub-second

range.

A wealth of fundamental neurobiology indicates that

EBC paradigms can be used to probe forebrain and

brainstem/cerebellar systems whose dysfunction has

been implicated in ASD. Trace EBC is impaired by

damage in the medial prefrontal cortex (Kronforst-

Collins and Disterhoft, 1998; Weible et al., 2000), a

region whose cytology and connectivity is altered in

ASD (Courschesne and Pierce, 2005; Amaral et al.,

2008; Sundaram et al., 2008). The medial prefrontal

cortex demonstrates persistent activity during trace EBC

that may maintain a representation of the CS during the

trace period that is subsequently relayed to the

hippocampus (Siegel et al., 2012). In humans, trace

EBC is impaired by bilateral lesions to the medial

temporal lobe that include the hippocampus

(McGlinchey-Berroth et al., 1997; Clark and Squire,

1998), which is functionally activated during trace EBC

(Cheng et al., 2008) and necessary in non-human

animals (Solomon et al., 1986; Moyer et al., 1990;

McEchron et al., 1998). The combination of prefrontal

and hippocampal involvement in trace EBC implicates

long-range connections between the frontal and

temporal lobes, which may be altered in ASD (Bode

et al., 2011). In contrast, delay EBC does not require

the forebrain (Mauk and Thompson, 1987) and its

minimal neural circuitry is believed to reside primarily in
the brainstem and cerebellum (Thompson, 2005).

Brainstem/cerebellar circuitry permitting the performance

of CRs during delay EBC was established by lesion and

recording experiments in experimental animals

(McCormick and Thompson, 1984; Yeo et al., 1985;

Welsh and Harvey, 1989, 1991, 1998; Harvey et al.,

1993; Perrett et al., 1993) which have been confirmed in

humans with cerebellar stroke or degeneration (Gerwig

et al., 2005, 2008) and in normal humans undergoing

functional imaging (Molchan et al., 1994; Cheng et al.,

2008; Parker et al., 2012).

Alterations in cerebellar anatomy have been

implicated in ASD, although there is considerable

heterogeneity. The most often reported finding is

hypoplasia of the cerebellar posterior lobe vermal

lobules VI and VII (Courchesne et al., 1988; Kates

et al., 1998; Kaufmann et al., 2003). However,

involvement of other cerebellar lobules, such as the

anterior lobe vermis and vermal lobules VIII–X has also

sometimes been observed (Levitt et al., 1999; Webb

et al., 2009). Not all studies have found vermal

hypoplasia (Piven et al., 1997) and one report found

hypoplasia only in high-functioning ASD and not low-

functioning ASD or Asperger’s disorder (Scott et al.,

2009). Other reports have found cerebellar enlargement

(Piven et al., 1997; Hardan et al., 2001; Palmen et al.,

2005). Numerous histopathological studies have

reported a loss of Purkinje cells in ASD, especially in

the vermis and hemispheral lobules of the posterior lobe

(Ritvo et al., 1986; Bauman and Kemper, 1994; Palmen

et al., 2004). However a recent quantitative study

(Whitney et al., 2008) reported that only half of ASD

cerebella (3 of 6) showed convincing Purkinje cell loss.

Overall, the literature points to cerebellar involvement in

ASD, with the caveat of a high degree of heterogeneity

whose relevance to symptom expression is not

understood (Welsh et al., 2012).

There has only been one study of EBC in ASD

subjects (Sears et al., 1994). That study examined 11

ASD subjects, diagnosed using DSM-III-R criteria, and

11 non-ASD subjects. The study used a single session

of delay EBC and found that learning was more rapid in

ASD subjects and that ASD subjects showed CRs that

occurred abnormally early and which failed to adapt to

the CS–US interval. Drawing analogy to EBC

experiments performed on brain-lesioned rabbits from

that time period, Sears et al. (1994) concluded that the

pathophysiology underlying ASD involved disruptions in

both hippocampal and cerebellar memory storage.

Here, we undertook a much needed follow-up study to

re-examine the performance of ASD subjects on EBC.

Our experimental design extended the earlier study by

Sears et al. (1994) in a number of ways. First, we

employed more recent clinical evaluation methods to

diagnose ASD (American Psychiatric Association, 2000)

than those used by Sears and colleagues. Second, we

tested the same subjects over multiple sessions holding

crucial parameters, such as the interstimulus interval,

constant, thus allowing us to assess the performance of

ASD subjects on retention of the CS–US association

and CR timing. Third, we tested subject performance on
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trace EBC. In contrast to delay EBC, trace EBC

performance is dependent on both cortical and

subcortical forebrain regions, and had not been

previously investigated in children with autism. Finally,

the results from our trace EBC experiments prompted

us to subsequently test our subjects on one session of

delay EBC, allowing for a comparison of each subject’s

performance on a forebrain- and brainstem/cerebellar-

dependent task (trace EBC) with that on an exclusively

brainstem/cerebellar-dependent task (delay EBC). Our

results suggest that the previously-reported

enhancement of learning and early-onset CRs for ASD

subjects trained on delay EBC (Sears et al., 1994) fail to

generalize to trace EBC. We then show that ASD

subjects initially trained on trace EBC display early-

onset CRs when switched to delay EBC with the same

interstimulus interval. Our results suggest that early-

onset conditioned eyeblinks are endemic to delay

conditioning, and that this deficit may have its origins in

cerebellar cortical dysfunction that fails to fully

compensate for abrupt increases in the duration and/or

intensity of sensory input.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

The subjects were 30 children ranging in age from 6 to

15 years. Fourteen were diagnosed with ASD (13 male,

1 female) and 16 were typically-developing (TD; 7 male,

9 female). ASD subjects included children diagnosed

with autistic disorder (n= 7), Asperger’s Disorder (Asp,

n= 5), and pervasive developmental disorder-not

otherwise specified (PDD-NOS, n= 2) based on the

content-area scores on the revised Autism Diagnostic

Interview (ADI-R; Lord et al., 1994) and the Childhood

Autism Rating Scale (Schopler et al., 1980). By

convention, Asp and PDD-NOS children met criteria on

two of the three domains assessed on the ADI-R and

showed developmental delays prior to 3 years of age

based on a retrospective report. Exclusion factors for

the ASD group were the presence of psychiatric

diagnosis including Rett’s disorder or childhood

disintegrative disorder. TD subjects had no psychiatric

diagnoses other than one subject being diagnosed with

oppositional defiant disorder and obsessive–compulsive

disorder (ODD/OCD). The ASD and TD groups were

matched for age (ASD, 8.6 ± 2.7 years; TD,

9.6 ± 2.5 years, p= 0.30, t-test) and IQ (mean WASI

scores: 106 ± 11 for ASD and 111 ± 13 for TD

(p= 0.27). Two TD subjects (one male, one female)

had a male sibling in the ASD group. Three groups of

TD subjects (n= 2, 4, and 2) were siblings. However,

exclusion of these individuals from the analysis did not

change the conclusions of the study and statistically

strengthened the group difference in onset latency

measured across the first several blocks of delay

conditioning. Because of this we included all subjects in

our analysis. All subjects had normal or corrected-

normal vision and were sufficiently cooperative to

undergo the experiment.
EBC

EBC was carried out using the San Diego Instruments

(San Diego, CA, USA) portable system. Subjects sat in

a quiet room, seated at a desk watching a silent movie

of their choice on a video monitor. The experimenter

and the experimental hardware were housed in an

adjacent, acoustically-isolated room from which the

subject could be observed through a one-way mirror.

The subjects wore custom-designed laboratory safety

goggles and headphones (Sennheiser, model eh350).

Eye blinks were detected by an infrared emitter-sensor

assembly (Honeywell, HOA1405) mounted on the

goggles positioned approximately 1 cm from the pupil.

Eye blinks were defined as a change in the sensor

output that exceeded 15 standard deviations above the

mean baseline output during the 750 ms prior to

stimulus delivery. Sensor output was digitized at 1 kHz,

recorded to a hard drive, and analyzed off-line using

custom-written Matlab routines. The CS was a 1-kHz,

61-dB pure tone delivered binaurally through the

headphones and calibrated with a sound level meter

(RadioShack) fitted to the headphone earpad with an

acoustic coupler (model DR1-R, Digital Recordings,

Halifax, Nova Scotia). The US was a 100-ms puff of air

(5 psi source pressure) delivered to the right cornea

through a stainless steel tube (1 mm i.d.) attached to

the infrared sensor. The behavioral control system was

calibrated to account for the delay in the travel time of

the air puff from the compressor unit to the air ejection

tube. Prior to a session of EBC, subjects were given

five presentations of the US alone to ensure that the

sensor and air tube assembly were properly positioned

and that the US elicited eye blinks.

The subjects underwent three sessions of EBC in a

2-phase procedure. Each EBC session consisted of 90

trials, divided into nine blocks of 10 trials. The first 9 trials

in each block consisted of paired CS–US trials and the

10th trial was a CS-alone trial. The intertrial interval was

20 s, on average (range 15–25 s). EBC sessions

occurred on separate visits and the parents were paid

$25 per visit. Effort was made to limit the time between

sessions to no greater than 3 weeks. The mean time

between trace EBC sessions was 16 ± 3 days for TD

and 10 ± 4 days for the ASD subjects (mean ± 1 SEM,

p = 0.12). The mean time between the second trace and

delay EBC session was 39 ± 16 days for TD subjects.

The large variation was due to three subjects who had

3 months or longer between sessions. Excluding those

subjects, the average time between sessions 2 and 3 for

TD subjects was 12 ± 3 days while that for the ASD

subjects was 14 ± 4 days. No significant correlation was

found between the intersession interval and EBC

performance measures, and covariance analysis showed

that variation in intersession interval could not explain the

observed differences in CR latency measures. Because

of this, all subjects were included in the analyses.
Phase 1: Trace EBC

Phase 1 consisted of two sessions of trace EBC. Trace

EBC was carried out using a 200-ms CS followed by a
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500-ms trace interval and then the US, defining a 700 ms

CS–US interval (Fig. 1A). The 700-ms CS–US interval

was chosen on the basis of a functional imaging study

that demonstrated that it robustly activated the

hippocampus in humans during trace EBC (Cheng

et al., 2008). CRs were defined as eye blinks that

occurred at least 80 ms after CS onset and prior to US

onset (Sears et al., 1994).

Phase 2: Delay EBC

Phase 2 consisted of one session of delay EBC. As

shown in Fig. 1B, delay EBC used the identical CS–US

interval as was used in Phase 1 (700 ms) and was

accomplished simply by extending the duration of the

CS by 600 ms so that the CS co-terminated with the

US. All other conditioning parameters remained the

same as in Phase 1. Thus, the only difference between

Phases 1 and 2 was replacement of the stimulus-free

portion of the CS–US interval with a lengthened tone CS.

Analysis and statistics

Differences in the mean values of CR frequency, onset

latency, and peak latency were analyzed using a mixed-

design analysis of variance (ANOVA) with blocks of 10

trials being the repeated measure and experimental

group being the between variable, and with Scheffe post
hoc tests. In order to minimize Type I error, the

Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied in

instances where the sphericity assumption (Mauchly’s

test) was violated. Data for CR parameters were

averaged for each 10-trial block (9 blocks/session). For

ANOVAs of CR latency, in trial blocks in which a subject

failed to perform a CR the missing value was replaced

with the corresponding group mean for that block.

However, those values were not included in calculations

of mean latencies in the data plots. Paired t-tests were

used to compare individual values of 10-trial blocks

between EBC sessions. No replacement values were

used for t-tests and any subjects not contributing latency

values were excluded from the analysis. One TD subject

who exhibited only one CR during the final two blocks of

Phase 1 was excluded from the latency analysis.

Averaged data are presented as the mean ± 1 standard

error of the mean (SEM). Analyses were performed

using SPSS (ver. 19) and OpenStat (Miller, 2012)

software. Statistical significance was set at p< 0.05.

Mean CR topography was calculated for each subject

by averaging trials in which CRs were performed for a

specific condition. Thereafter, the mean waveform for

each group was calculated by averaging the mean CR

waveforms from the individual subjects. Final waveforms

were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (full width at half

maximum value of 15, a standard deviation of

approximately 6.4).

RESULTS

Phase 1: Trace EBC

Fig. 2A displays CR acquisition curves over the two trace

EBC sessions for the TD and ASD groups. Both groups
showed learning of the CS-US association by displaying

a significant increase in percentage CRs from the first to

the second session [F(1,17) = 3.2, p< 0.005]. Most of

the increase in CR frequency occurred in the first block

of the second session, with modest increases within

each session. There was neither a significant difference

in learning rate between the groups [F(1,27) = 0.01,

p = 0.99] nor a significant difference in the shape of the

learning curves across the two sessions [F(1,17) = 0.8,

p= 0.67]. Additionally, no significant main effect of

group (p> 0.8) or interaction of group by trial-blocks

(p > 0.3) was detected during either of the trace EBC

sessions. The data indicate that ASD subjects acquired

CRs normally during trace EBC. The rate of CR

acquisition was consistent with studies of TD children at

this age under comparable stimulus parameters (Frings

et al., 2010; Jacobson et al., 2011).

Further analysis was performed on the timing

characteristics of the CRs acquired during trace EBC.

Mean values of CR onset (Fig. 3A) and peak latency

(Fig. 3B) between the TD and ASD groups were not

significantly different during the first session of trace

EBC [F(1,28) = 0.96, p= 0.34 for onset latency;

F(1,28) = 1.0, p= 0.32 for CR peak latency]. Both

groups showed an increase in CR onset latency as the

session progressed, from an overall average of

381 ± 25 ms, in the first block of session 1 to

469 ± 22 ms during the last block of the session,

indicating that the CRs adapted to the CS–US interval

by moving out in time toward US onset with conditioning

[F(8,224) = 2.4, p< 0.05]. CR peak latency also

showed a comparable increase, from 464 ± 23 ms in

the first block of trace EBC session 1 to 537 ± 21 ms

during the last block of the session [F(8,224) = 2.2,

p< 0.05].

At the beginning of trace session 2, the groups

showed a learning enhancement, expressing a higher

percentage of CRs averaging 46 ± 7, 55 ± 6 for the TD

and ASD groups, respectively, relative to the last block

of the previous session (36 ± 7 and 37 ± 5,

respectively, F(1,28) = 5.4, p< 0.05). The timing of

CRs showed a robust change during this period

characterized by shorter onset latency (387 ± 20 ms)

and shorter peak latency (489 ± 19 ms) at the

beginning of session 2 than at the end of session 1. The

change was evident among both groups, as was a rapid

readaptation of CR timing with conditioning so that

during the last block of 10 trials mean onset and peak

latencies had again moved toward the US to have

overall mean values of 477 ± 19 ms and 540 ± 17 ms,

respectively, an effect which was highly significant

[F(8,224) = 3.7, p< 0.001 for onset latency;

F(8,224) = 2.6, p< 0.01 for peak latency]. There was

no significant group difference in the timing parameters

through session 2 [F(1,28) = 0.1, p= 0.79 for onset

latency; F(1,28) = 0.1, p= 0.78 for peak latency]. It is

noteworthy that despite a relatively high percentage of

CRs at the beginning of trace session 2, indicating a

robust CS-US association, retention of stimulus timing

was weak in both groups, with the ASD group showing

less retention of CR timing that the TD group.



Fig. 2. Percent CRs. Values represent percent CRs for each block of 10 trials (9 blocks per session, n= 16 for TD group and n= 14 for ASD

group). (A) Results from two sessions of trace EBC. (B) Results for the single session of delay EBC. Percent CRs increased across the trace EBC

sessions for both groups and did not differ between groups. Most of the increase in percent CRs occurred at the beginning of the second trace EBC

session. There was no significant difference in percent CRs in the delay EBC session. Data are presented as the mean ± 1 SEM.
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Phase 2: Delay EBC

The absence of any difference in learning rate or onset

latency between ASD and TD subjects contrasted with a

previous study of delay EBC by Sears et al. (1994) in

which learning occurred more rapidly in ASD subjects

and CRs occurred with abnormally shorter onset

latency. We asked whether the difference in the

experimental outcomes might have been due to a

difference between delay and trace EBC. In trace EBC,

a stimulus-free (trace) period intervenes between the

CS and US (Fig. 1A), while in delay EBC there is

temporal overlap between the CS and US (Fig. 1B). To

test this, we exposed our subjects to one additional

session of EBC where the only change to the stimulus

parameters was to extend the CS duration in order to fill

the CS–US interval, thereby producing a delay EBC

paradigm (Fig. 1B).

Analysis of CR timing parameters during delay EBC

revealed significant differences between the groups

(Fig. 3). The main effect was that CR onset and peak

latencies of the ASD group occurred significantly earlier

than those of the TD group. Both groups showed an

abrupt decrease in CR onset latency (Fig. 3A) during

the first block of delay EBC relative to the last block of

trace EBC, but this effect was more pronounced for the

ASD group (mean percent decrease of 7.4 ± 6 and

25.7 ± 6 for the TD and ASD groups, respectively;

p< 0.05, t-test). CR onset latencies were significantly

shorter for the ASD group through the first 6 blocks of

delay EBC [F(1,28) = 4.5, p < 0.05]. Mean values for

both groups increased through the session, with the

ASD group changing more substantially [F(8,224) = 2.1,
p< 0.05, block � group interaction], such that values

for the two groups were very similar during the last

three blocks of training (p = 0.54). CR peak latencies

(Fig. 3B) showed a similar pattern of change from trace

to delay EBC for the ASD group but a very small

change for the TD group. The peak latency shift from

the last block of trace EBC to the first block of delay

EBC was more pronounced for the ASD group (mean

percent decrease of 0.04 ± 5 and 17 ± 5 for the TD

and ASD groups, respectively; p< 0.05, t-test). Peak

latencies in the ASD group trended lower than those of

the TD group through the first six blocks of delay EBC

[F(1,28) = 3.6, p= 0.07] but this difference

disappeared during the last 3 blocks [F(1,28) = 1.4,

p= 0.25]. This pattern of change resulted in a

significant interaction effect through the entire session

[F(8,224) = 2.5, p= 0.04, Greenhouse–Geisser

correction].

Importantly, the alteration in CR timing observed in the

first several blocks of delay EBC occurred without a

significant change in the percentage CRs, indicating that

the CS–US association acquired during trace EBC was

intact. Switching to delay EBC did not significantly

change the CR frequency of ASD subjects from their

previous trace EBC session (Fig. 2B) and there was no

significant difference between the TD and ASD groups

in overall mean CR frequency during delay EBC

[F(1,28) = 0.41, p= 0.53 for blocks 1–6 and

F(1,28) = 0.7, p= 0.41 for all nine blocks].

An unexpected finding was that the ASD subjects

were unimpaired in their ability to show normal motor

adaptation of their CRs to the CS–US interval with

repeated trials of delay EBC, indicating that the effect
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Fig. 3. CR onset and peak latencies. (A, C) Group means for onset and peak latencies, respectively, for the two sessions of trace EBC. (B, D) Mean

onset and peak latency, respectively, for the session of delay EBC. In general, latencies were at their lowest values for all groups at the beginning of

each session and gradually migrated toward the time of US onset as the session progressed. Onset latencies in the first three blocks of trace EBC
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latency values for the groups during delay EBC displayed a similar pattern, though the decrease for the ASD group at the beginning of the session

was not quite significant by ANOVA. Data are presented as the mean ± 1 SEM.
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of ASD on CR timing was transient, not due to an

inability of ASD subjects to adapt or perform properly

timed CRs, and therefore triggered by the paradigm

switch. Mean values of CR onset and peak latency for

all groups increased through the session of delay

EBC, with the ASD group changing more substantially

[block � group interactions: F(8,224) = 2.1, p< 0.05

for onset latency, and F(8,224) = 3.08, p< 0.05 for
peak latency]. During the last three blocks of delay

EBC, neither the mean CR onset latency nor the

mean CR peak latency was significantly different

among the groups [F(1,28) = 0.4, p= 0.54 for onset

latency and F(1,28) = 1.4, p= 0.25 for peak latency].

The experiment indicated that ASD children were not

impaired in their ability to readapt the timing of their

CRs to the CS–US interval.
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Control analyses for gender and age

While there has been no report, to our knowledge, of

gender-based differences in EBC, our experimental

groups were not evenly balanced with regard to gender,

with 13 of 14 ASD subjects being male and only seven

of 16 TD subjects being male. It was therefore

necessary to determine whether the higher percentage

of females in the TD group might have contributed to

the observed differences in CR latency measures. We

examined the learning performance and CR metrics of

males and females in the TD group during the delay

EBC session and during the transition from trace to

delay EBC, the two critical periods where performance

differences between TD and ASD subjects were

observed.

With regard to mean CR onset latency, no significant

main effect of gender [F(1,14) = 1.3, p = 0.28] and no

interaction effect of gender by trial-block [F(8,12) = 0.6,

p = 0.81] was found during either the entire delay EBC

session or through the first six blocks of training [group:

F(1,14) = 1.0, p = 0.34; group � block interaction:

F(5,70) = 0.7, p = 0.61] where the differences between

TD and ASD groups were greatest. Likewise, no

significant main effect of gender and no interaction

effect of gender by trial blocks was found for CR peak

latencies during the entire delay EBC session [group:

F(1,14) = 0.8, p = 0.38; group � block interaction:

F(8,112) = 0.3, p = 0.97] or during the first six blocks

of training [group: F(1,14) = 0.8, p = 0.39; group �
block interaction: F(5,70) = 0.3, p = 0.92].

Additionally, no significant difference was found

between male and female TD subjects in the percent

decrease in CR onset (p= 0.31) or peak (p = 0.54)

latency from the final block of trace EBC to the first

block of delay EBC. Finally, learning performance was

not significantly different across the entire delay EBC

session [F(1,14) = 1.4, p= 0.26 for group;

F(8,112) = 0.2, p= 0.99 for group � block interaction]

or through the first 6 blocks of training [F(1,14) = 1.1,

p= 0.32 for group; F(5,70) = 0.2, p= 0.89 for group �
block interaction]. The results clearly showed that there

were no statistically detectable performance differences

between males and females in the TD group. Therefore

it is highly unlikely that gender imbalance contributed to

the observed differences in CR latencies between TD

and ASD subjects.

Finally, variations in subject age did not account for

onset latency differences observed during the delay

EBC session. Subject age was not a significant

covariate in onset latency values in the first six blocks of

delay EBC, where differences in CR latencies were

significant [F(1,27) = 0.3, p= 0.60], nor did it correlate

with the decrease in CR onset latency from the last

block of trace EBC to the first block of delay EBC

(r= 0.14, p= 0.94).

DISCUSSION

In this experiment, we tested potential impairments in

short-duration temporal processing, associative learning

and motor adaptation in ASD by using a combination of
trace and delay EBC. It is accepted that different, but

overlapping, brain systems contribute to learning under

trace and delay EBC, with the former involving a much

higher engagement of forebrain areas such as the

hippocampus (Solomon et al., 1986; Clark and Squire,

1998), frontal cortex (McLaughlin et al., 2002; Weiss

and Disterhoft, 2011), and striatum (Flores and

Disterhoft, 2009) to encode the CS–US association. It is

also generally accepted that delay EBC utilizes a more

restricted neural circuitry in the hindbrain in which

temporal processing of the CS–US interval and the

association of the CS with the US are encoded by

brainstem/cerebellar systems. CS- and US-related

afference from brainstem sensory areas converge within

the brainstem reticular formation and the cerebellum.

The deep cerebellar nuclei provide a critical link

between sensory input pathways and reflex motor

circuitry controlling eye blinks. A known overlap in the

underlying neural circuitries engaged by trace and delay

EBC is the cerebellum, which is believed to be

necessary for both the motor and timing aspects of

EBC. Specifically, the cerebellar cortex in particular is

believed to mediate the adaptive timing of the CR in

both trace and delay EBC, and scales the onset and

peak of the CR to match the time of US delivery

(Gerwig et al., 2005, 2008; Kalmbach et al., 2010). In

trained subjects, mechanical lesions or chemical

inactivation of the cerebellar cortex spares CRs but

disrupts their adaptive timing, resulting in short-latency

conditioned blinks (Perrett et al., 1993; Kalmbach et al.,

2010).

Phase 1 of our experiment presented the first test, to

our knowledge, of ASD subject performance on trace

EBC. The results demonstrated that any impairment in

cerebral cortical and lower forebrain function in our ASD

subjects was not sufficient to impair trace EBC. Children

with ASD were normal in the ability to temporally

process the CS–US interval and to form the CS–US

association during trace EBC. This was unexpected

given numerous recent demonstrations of alterations in

forebrain development, cytology, connectivity, and

functional activation in ASD. On the other hand, while

the hippocampus has been heavily implicated in trace

EBC, hippocampal neuropathology is not a hallmark of

ASD, and when present is subtle compared to other

areas of the cerebrum (Amaral et al., 2008) and scales

with ASD severity (Dager et al., 2007). Changes in

columnar organization (Casanova et al., 2002, 2003),

packing density, neuron numbers (Courchesne et al.,

2011), and synaptic inhibition (Oblak et al., 2009; Blatt

and Fatemi, 2011) have been documented in ASD

neocortex, and those alterations have been

hypothesized to underlie changes in cortical activity

patterns during the resting state and sensory processing

(Wilson et al., 2007; Cornew et al., 2011). If those

neocortical changes were present in our high-functioning

ASD subjects, they did not affect trace EBC.

The most unexpected finding during trace EBC was

that ASD subjects were normal in their ability to

appropriately time their CRs to the CS–US interval,

indicating intact cerebellar processing of motor
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adaptation. The normal CR adaptation by ASD children

during EBC stands in contrast to the previous report of

impaired CR timing during EBC (Sears et al., 1994).

Given the current understanding that cerebellar function

helps determine CR timing in both trace and delay EBC

(Gerwig et al., 2005, 2008; Kalmbach et al., 2010), our

results did not support the hypothesis that a significant

disruption of cerebellar motor adaptation occurs in ASD.

The finding of substantial motor adaptation during trace

EBC adds to other demonstrations that cerebellar-

dependent motor adaptation is intact in ASD as

measured by vestibulo-ocular reflex adaptation

(Goldberg et al., 2000), adaptive catching (Mostofsky

et al., 2004), adaptive throwing during visual field shift

(Gidley Larson et al., 2008), and adaptive reaching

during external force perturbations (Gidley Larson et al.,

2008).

The major finding of our study was that once having

normally learned trace EBC, ASD subjects transiently

expressed a high prevalence of early-onset CRs during

subsequent exposure to delay EBC with an identical

CS–US interval. This result is in concordance with the

previous observations of Sears et al. (1994) of early

onset CRs in ASD subjects trained exclusively on a

single session of delay EBC with a considerably shorter

interstimulus interval. Notably, however, unlike in the

Sears et al. (1994) study, ASD children in our

experiment showed robust CR adaptation with

continued delay EBC, having a time-course that was not

different than the de novo adaptation during trace EBC.

ASD subjects, therefore, behaved as if they were naive

to the CS–US interval but possessed intact cerebellar

motor adaptation. The timing adaptation observed in our

subjects during delay EBC, but absent from the subjects

tested in Sears et al. (1994), may have been due to the

extensive training our subjects received on trace EBC

with the same interstimulus interval prior to delay EBC

testing.

The behavioral phenotype of short-latency CRs that

we observed in ASD subjects is similar to effects

previously reported in ASD (Sears et al., 1994), in other

neurological conditions including ADHD (Frings et al.,

2010), schizophrenia (Sears et al., 2000; Bolbecker

et al., 2009), and Huntington’s disease (Woodruff-Pak

and Papka, 1996). Perhaps noteworthy here is the fact

that ASD and ADHD exhibit substantial overlap in

symptomatology, including hyperactivity and deficits in

attention (Dickerson Mayes et al., 2012). Interestingly,

other disorders such as fetal alcohol syndrome (Coffin

et al., 2005; Jacobson et al., 2008, 2011) and dyslexia

(Coffin et al., 2005) result in longer CR latencies,

demonstrating that EBC performance is to some degree

sensitive to different neuropathologies.

With regard to the current findings, short-latency CRs

have been observed in experimental animals with

destruction of the cerebellar cortex (e.g., Perrett et al.,

1993). However, our study was unique in showing that

short-latency CRs in ASD subjects were neither

permanent nor general (occurring both during delay and

trace EBC). The cerebellar cortex has been implicated

in imparting adaptive timing to eyeblink CRs
(McCormick and Thompson, 1984; Harvey et al., 1993;

Perrett et al., 1993; Garcia and Mauk, 1998; Garcia

et al., 1999; Kalmbach et al., 2010), as large destruction

of the anterior lobe and paravermal cortex can shorten

CR onset latency without reducing their prevalence.

Genetically-altered mice with impairments in synaptic

plasticity between Purkinje cells and their presynaptic

neurons also exhibited shorter-latency CRs (Koekkoek

et al., 2003, but see Welsh et al., 2005; Schonewille

et al., 2011), as did mice that completely lacked

Purkinje cells (Chen et al., 1996). Likewise, rats born of

dams exposed to the teratogenic, anti-convulsant drug

valproic acid exhibit Purkinje neuron abnormalities and a

decrease in overall cerebellar volume (Rodier et al.,

2001), as well as early-onset CRs during EBC (Stanton

et al., 2001; Murawski et al., 2009).

Extending from these observations, one hypothesis is

that the behavioral phenotype of ASD children we

observed was a cerebellar disorder due to a loss of

Purkinje cells. Qualitative histology studies have often

reported a loss of Purkinje cells in ASD (Ritvo et al.,

1986; Bauman and Kemper, 1994; Palmen et al., 2004),

although the generality of that finding has been brought

into question by the first quantitative analysis of Purkinje

cell numbers in ASD (Whitney et al., 2008). Under the

assumption that Purkinje cell loss is widespread in ASD,

Sears et al. (1994) postulated that the loss of inhibitory

Purkinje cells in ASD would increase deep cerebellar

nuclear activity to potentiate motor neuron activation

and reduce CR latency. In this respect, the increase in

CS duration that our subjects experienced when they

were switched from trace to delay EBC would have

provided more prolonged excitatory drive throughout the

brain due to the longer auditory input, including onto

deep cerebellar nuclear neurons which, when

disinhibited by a loss of Purkinje cells, might have

reduced CR latency (Sears et al., 1994). This

hypothesis has foundational support from a detailed

study of the computational properties of the cerebellar

Purkinje neuronal network (Steuber et al., 2007). It can

also be regarded as consistent with a sensorimotor

gating deficit in ASD, such as has been observed using

the prepulse inhibition paradigm in which ASD subjects’

startle response was less likely to be inhibited by a

preceding auditory stimulus (McAlonan et al., 2002;

Perry et al., 2007). Sensorimotor gating deficits have

been proposed to underlie the inability of individuals

with ASD to properly gate stereotypic patterns of

movement and thought (McAlonan et al., 2002). The

current understanding that there is heterogeneity of

Purkinje cell loss in ASD may explain the heterogeneity

observed in CR timing among ASD subjects as a whole.

The fact that Purkinje cell loss in ASD is sporadic may

account for the ability of ASD subjects to readapt with

continued EBC training.

A second hypothesis is that CR timing during trace

and delay EBC is controlled by different circuitries that

were differentially impaired in our ASD subjects.

Although a recent study (Kalmbach et al., 2010)

provided evidence for a critical role of the cerebellar

cortex in regulating CR timing in both trace and delay
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EBC, it has been hypothesized that CR timing in trace

EBC is mediated by a forebrain timing circuit (Woodruff-

Pak and Disterhoft, 2008). While it is demonstrated that

cerebellar cortical lesions tend to have less impact on

CR expression in trace than in delay EBC, the effects of

cerebellar damage on CR timing generalize across

paradigms (Kalmbach et al., 2010). The absence of any

evidence of CR timing abnormalities during trace EBC in

our study was consistent with a lack of impairment in

any forebrain circuits that have been hypothesized to be

involved in CR timing but also reduces the probability

that the transient deficits in CR timing upon the switch

to delay EBC were due to a generalized impairment in

motor performance.

In summary, our data suggest that the timing of

conditioned eye blink responses in ASD subjects is

disrupted during delay, but not trace, EBC. However, we

stress that given our relatively small group sizes and

constraints pertaining to subject selection (the presence

of sibling controls and imprecise gender matching

between experimental groups) further investigations will

be required to corroborate these findings. If our results

are substantiated, additional studies could examine

potential correlations between EBC performance metrics

and autism phenotype severity. Though additional

analyses of our data revealed no significant correlations

between CR timing or CR timing changes and individual

ADI-R subscores in our ASD subjects, this is perhaps

not surprising given our modest group sizes and the

considerable heterogeneity in our cohort. Studies with

larger experimental groups will allow for more effective

comparisons between EBC performance measures and

ASD severity. Further investigations should also seek to

examine CR latency differences in younger subjects,

particularly given that EBC can be applied to individuals

at very early stages of development, including infants

(Herbert et al., 2003; Reeb-Sutherland et al., 2012). A

wealth of fundamental neurobiology implicates

brainstem/cerebellar systems in EBC which might be

impacted by the changes in cerebellar anatomy that

have been reported in ASD. As EBC is an objective

paradigm that can be applied equally to humans and

non-human animals, it can facilitate bidirectional

research to establish mechanisms of neurological

dysfunction in ASD.
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